1. What are the one word NAMES of the FOUR STATES for a button symbol in Flash? Give them in the proper ORDER from 1<sup>st</sup>, 2<sup>nd</sup>, 3<sup>rd</sup> to 4<sup>th</sup> too.

   1<sup>st</sup> ____________________________ 2<sup>nd</sup> ____________________________

   3<sup>rd</sup> ____________________________ 4<sup>th</sup> ____________________________

2. The goal is to have the **Earth** rotate around the **Sun**. *Describe/show* what needs to be done to achieve this, according to the Creative Cow video tutorial you watched a few weeks ago in class and again in getting ready for this quiz. Assume the Sun layer already has its Rotation keyframed, which you can see below here. *Show HOW* the layers panel would be different by using words and/or arrows if anything would LOOK different afterwards.

3. What is needed if you just want to have 5 seconds of SNOWing special effect to use in a Flash application? What is the prerequisite for having a CC Snow Effect to render out as a FLV for use in your Flash application? Assume you have just finished creating the COMP, the 320 by 240 Web Video COMP. What is the NEXT STEP you need to do in order to add the CC SNOW Simulation effect to the COMP?